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Abstract16
The linearity of a selection of common advection schemes is tested and examined with17
a view to their use in the tangent linear and adjoint versions of an atmospheric general18
circulation model. The schemes are tested within a simple offline one dimensional periodic19
domain as well as using a simplified and complete configuration of the linearized version of20
NASA’s Goddard Earth Observing System version 5 (GEOS-5). All schemes which prevent21
the development of negative values and preserve the shape of the solution are confirmed to22
have nonlinear behavior. The piecewise parabolic method (PPM) with certain flux limiters,23
including that used by default in GEOS-5, are found to support linear growth near the24
shocks. This property can cause the rapid development of unrealistically large perturbations25
within the tangent linear and adjoint models. It is shown that these schemes with flux26
limiters should not be used within the linearized version of a transport scheme.27
The results from tests using GEOS-5 show that the current default scheme (a version28
of PPM) is not suitable for the tangent linear and adjoint model, and that using a linear29
third order scheme for the linearized model produces better behavior. Using the third order30
scheme for the linearized model improves the correlations between the linear and nonlinear31
perturbation trajectories for cloud liquid water and cloud liquid ice in GEOS-5.32
1 Introduction33
A number of numerical weather centers develop and maintain a linearized version of their34
atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM). The linearization consists of the tangent linear35
and adjoint models (Errico, 1997), used to describe the forward evolution of perturbations and36
backward evolution of sensitivities respectively. The linearized models play a crucial role in37
four dimensional variational data assimilation (4DVAR) as well as other data assimilation and38
modeling applications. The adjoint model can be used to calculate observation impacts (Gelaro39
et al., 2010) and to estimate the sensitivity to initial conditions (e.g. Doyle et al., 2014).40
For the linear (or linearized) model to provide an accurate description of the integration41
of perturbations, it requires a certain amount of linearity in the underlying model equations.42
Mechanisms such as cloud formation, turbulence and radiation are inherently nonlinear. Nor-43
mally these kinds of processes are modeled using parameterizations that make inherent use44
of discontinuous equations. As a result, modeling perturbations of variables affected by these45
processes using the linearized model requires much care (e.g. Holdaway et al., 2014). The part46
of the model that represents the resolved scale processes of the atmosphere is known as the dy-47
namical core. The equations used in this part of the model are nonlinear, yet the linearization48
generally performs well if relatively simple numerical schemes are used (Errico et al., 1993).49
Modern numerical methods used to solve the governing equations in a dynamical core are50
seldom linear. This is particularly evident in advection schemes. Advection (or transport) is a51
process that often has a linear underlying behavior and is exactly linear under constant wind52
forcing. Linear numerical schemes are available for solving advection problems, such as simple53
upwind and centered finite difference schemes. However, invariably these kinds of schemes have54
undesirable behavior in the context of weather and climate prediction. Depending on the choice55
of scheme it may be overly diffusive, produce phase errors or develop oscillations and negative56
values. Positivity and monotonicity are important properties for accurate advection of tracers,57
such as clouds and aerosols. However, Godunov’s theorem (Godunov, 1959) states that a linear,58
monotonic advection scheme cannot be greater than first order accurate. Over the decades since59
the advent of numerical weather prediction significant effort has gone into developing many60
flavors of high-order, shape preserving, non-oscillatory, positive definite advection schemes.61
Although these schemes are excellent in terms of transporting the atmospheric variables in62
the full dynamical model, they introduce a degree of nonlinearity through the use of nonlinear63
limiters. In fact, Thuburn and Haine (2001) showed that achieving these desirable properties64
without introducing nonlinearity is impossible.65
The National Aeronautical and Space Administration (NASA) has recently developed a66
linearized version of the Goddard Earth Observing System version 5 (GEOS-5) cubed sphere67
finite volume dynamical core and physics. The full ‘nonlinear’ version of GEOS-5 uses nonlin-68
ear finite volume methods in the horizontal direction, and floating Lagrangian levels, which are69
periodically remapped back to a reference height, in the vertical direction. During the develop-70
ment of a linearized prognostic cloud scheme large perturbation growth was identified around71
the linearization of the dynamical advection of cloud perturbations. The advection of tracers72
in GEOS-5 is modeled using the Piecewise Parabolic Method (PPM), which is built upon the73
second order van Leer scheme (Colella and Woodward, 1984; van Leer, 1977), with the relaxed74
monotonicity constraint of Lin (2004) and positive definite constraint of Lin and Rood (1996).75
In this work this limiter is referred to as the CWL limiter. Although a degree of nonlinearity76
was expected in this PPM with CWL limiter scheme, large growth of the perturbations was77
not.78
The findings of running the linearized version of GEOS-5 with clouds motivates a more in79
depth examination of the suitability of this scheme for use in a linearized model. In addition to80
this, various other schemes are examined to determine if some alternative will be more suitable.81
For the study only the tangent linear model is tested. The adjoint and tangent linear models82
are inherently related and the coding of a correct adjoint is just confirmed using a dot product83
test.84
The use of nonlinear advection schemes for data assimilation has been considered by a85
number of authors (e.g. Akella and Navon, 2006; Vukicevic et al., 2001). However these studies86
did not consider the performance within a full AGCM and did not explicitly examine linearity87
using the tangent linear model.88
The linearity of the transport scheme in GEOS-5 is analyzed in three ways. Firstly a89
simple off-line one dimensional (1D) problem in a periodic domain is considered. This allows90
a comparison of PPM with several other well known schemes, both linear and nonlinear, and91
simple testing of different kinds of perturbations and resolutions. This also allows for the92
Jacobian of the scheme to be easily obtained and a linear stability analysis to be performed.93
This work is discussed in Section 2. The second way in which the schemes are tested is using94
the linearized version of GEOS-5. It is helpful to test the schemes in a full model that is linear.95
This is achieved by constructing a passive cloud tracer experiment. In this configuration clouds96
are not altered by physics, do not alter the other fields, for example through radiation, and97
are not subject to remapping of Lagrangian levels. When non-tracer perturbations are set to98
zero and a linear advection scheme is used this produces a linear model and useful baseline for99
testing the nonlinear schemes. This is presented in Section 3. The final testing, presented in100
Section 4, allows perturbations of other variables to be non-zero so the full dynamical core of101
the linearized version of GEOS-5 is employed. Section 5 offers some concluding remarks.102
2 One Dimensional Model103
In this section the advection equation is linearized in the context of a one dimensional model.104
This provides a setting for considering a number of different advection schemes with different105
underlying functions and perturbations.106
For this 1D testing, in addition to the PPM with CWL limiter scheme, the PPM method is107
tested with a number of other options: the ‘original’ limiter developed by Colella and Woodward108
(1984) (referred to as the CW limiter), the Colella and Sekora (2008) limiter (referred to as the109
CS limiter), and a linear version with no limiter. Also tested are first, second and third order110
finite-difference schemes, which are linear. The first order scheme is an upwind scheme, the111
second order scheme is Lax-Wendroff (Lax and Wendroff, 1960), and the third order scheme112
is an upwind scheme based on a higher-order version of the Lax-Wendroff scheme (Tremback113
et al., 1987). The third order scheme can be made non-linear when used with a flux limiter,114
and the universal limiter (Leonard, 1988, 1991) is tested (referred to here as the UL limiter). In115
addition a conservative semi-Lagrangian scheme, the Semi-Lagrangian Inherently Conserving116
and Efficient (SLICE) scheme of Zerroukat et al. (2002), is tested. The version of SLICE117
employed here uses the parabolic spline method of Zerroukat et al. (2006). The SLICE scheme118
is tested with and without the Bermejo and Staniforth (1992) limiter (referred to as the BES119
limiter).120
2.1 Model description121
The one dimensional advection equation is given by,122
∂q
∂t
+ u
∂q
∂x
= 0, (1)
where q(x, t) is the constituent (or tracer mixing ratio) being advected, u is the wind, or forcing,123
t is time and x is the horizontal direction.124
Model variables are linearized by splitting into their reference and perturbation parts, e.g.125
q = q(r) + q′, where superscript (r) denotes the reference part and superscript ′ denotes the126
perturbation part. For constant forcing (u′ = 0) Eq. (1) is linear and the linearization is exact,127
∂q′
∂t
+ u(r)
∂q′
∂x
= 0. (2)
If perturbations u′ were considered then two additional terms, u′∂q(r)/∂t and u′∂q′/∂t would128
be present on the right hand side. In practice higher order products of perturbations would be129
neglected in the linearization, making it non exact. For the work in this section of the paper130
u′ = 0 is used. Any nonlinearity can only come from the advection scheme.131
A semi-discretized version of Eq. (2) can be written in vector form,132
∂q′
∂t
= Mq′, (3)
where M is the operator of the tangent linear model and contains u(r) and the derivative133
operator. The matrix M is often referred to as the Jacobian. The vectors q′ contain q′ at all134
the discrete locations. In the more complex case, where u′ is considered, the vector on the right135
hand side would also contain u′ terms and M would be non-square.136
In order to solve Eq. (1) discretely some form of numerical method must be chosen. If solved137
with a simple first order upwind finite difference scheme (for u a positive constant) the solution138
would be obtained as,139
qn+1j = q
n
j − C
(
qnj − qnj−1
)
, (4)
where superscript n denotes the time step, subscript j denotes the spatial grid point and C =140
u∆t/∆x is the Courant number. For this simple first order approximation M is a diagonal141
matrix with 1− C on the diagonal and C to the left of the diagonal.142
Eq. (4) is linear and an identical form would be used to solve Eq. (2), replacing e.g. qn+1j143
with
(
qn+1j
)′
. If this scheme were used to solve advection in an AGCM then the tangent linear144
model would perform perfectly for that part of the system.145
The central issue is that using Eq. (4) to solve advection in the nonlinear model results in146
excessive diffusion. Even using higher-order linear schemes can produce unacceptable problems,147
such as oscillations near discontinuities and negative values. As a result more complex schemes148
that prevent these issues have been developed, yet all of these approaches invariably and un-149
avoidably introduce nonlinearity into the numerical solution through the derivative operator.150
In this section the extent of the nonlinearity is examined.151
2.2 Numerical setup152
In this testing the horizontal domain is periodic on x ∈ (0, 1] and units are dimensionless. The153
number of grid points is N = 64 (the number of grid points is always chosen to be even) and the154
grid spacing is ∆x = 1/N . The velocity is constant and set to u = 1 and the Courant number155
is chosen as 0.1 to ensure stability, giving a time step of ∆t = 1/640. The model integrates to156
time 1, i.e. for 640 time steps, so that the initial profile returns to its starting point. For this157
simple case the exact solution to the equation is equal to the initial conditions.158
Three initial profiles are chosen, which can later be perturbed. These are a step function, a159
sine wave function and a point function. The step function is given by, for grid index j,160
qj =

1, if 0.25 < xj < 0.75
0, otherwise
. (5)
This is discontinuous, and will therefore force the use of nonlinear limiters in the relevant161
schemes. The sine wave is chosen as a smooth case that should require limited use of the162
nonlinear components of a scheme and is given by163
qj = 0.5(1 + sin(2pixj)). (6)
The point function is a discontinuous function designed to resemble a single small cloud, and164
will also force the use of nonlinear limiters in the relevant schemes. The profile is given by165
qj =

1, if j = N/2
0, otherwise
. (7)
Three separate runs are required to test each numerical scheme for a given perturbation.166
Firstly an integration of the full (possibly nonlinear) advection scheme to obtain m(q); secondly167
an integration where the perturbations are added to the inputs, to obtain m(q + δq), where168
δq = q′; thirdly an integration of the tangent linear model to obtain Mδq. The difference m(q+169
δq) −m(q) is referred to as the nonlinear perturbation trajectory; for clarity this expression170
is used even when the schemes in use are linear. The Mδq term is the linear perturbation171
trajectory, or tangent linear result. Here lower case m is the nonlinear model and δq is some172
perturbation.173
The tangent linear versions of each nonlinear scheme can be quickly obtained using the174
Tapenade auto differentiation tool (Hascoe¨t and Pascual, 2013). The tool effectively takes175
Fortran subroutines and linearizes the algorithm in a line by line sense. A new subroutine176
is produced that evolves the perturbations whilst also updating the model trajectory where177
required. The tool can also be used to provide adjoint versions of the algorithms.178
The performance of each scheme is determined by three metrics. Firstly, by comparing179
the tangent linear result with the true solution using the root mean squared, or `2, error. In180
this simple environment the true solution is equivalent to the initial conditions. Secondly, the181
performance of the tangent linear model can be straightforwardly measured by computing what182
is referred to here as the gradient test,183
lim
δq→0
m(q + δq)−m(q)
Mδq
= 1. (8)
Note that Eq. (8) involves vectors and that the test is actually performed at each grid point184
separately. A single number could be obtained using a norm but that could obscure issues. The185
equation states that for a small enough perturbation the tangent linear model will accurately186
approximate the change that the perturbation would undergo in the nonlinear model. In practice187
correlations between the nonlinear and linear perturbation trajectories are computed. This188
avoids the need to account for grid points where perturbations are zero. When a linear scheme189
is used to solve the linear advection problem m(q) = Mq and Eq.(8) reduces to190
lim
δq→0
Mδq
Mδq
≡ 1. (9)
Any perturbation will perform linearly. For linear schemes the nonlinear and linear perturbation191
trajectories will be identical, to the numerical precision of the calculation.192
The final metric is the normalized `2 error of the gradient test. For each scheme the nonlinear193
perturbation trajectory, m(q+ δq)−m(q), is compared with the result from the tangent linear194
model, Mδq. For a linear scheme the difference between them is zero (to machine precision).195
The use of limiters in the nonlinear schemes is controlled by the underlying advected field,196
q. The ability of a given nonlinear scheme to model the advection of a perturbation will depend197
on the structure of the perturbation δq, the smoothness of the underlying advected field and the198
interaction between any discontinuities in the perturbation and discontinuities in the underlying199
field.200
2.3 Results201
Before analyzing the behavior of the tangent linear versions of the schemes, the behavior of202
the full schemes is examined. Any scheme used for the linearized model must be chosen in the203
context of how it performs in general. The schemes being considered are summarized in Table204
1.205
Figure 1 shows the advection, once around the domain, for the step function (top row), the206
sine function (middle row) and the point function (bottom row). The figure shows the advection207
of the full field q with a selection of schemes: the first order finite-difference scheme, the third208
order finite-difference scheme, PPM with no limiter and PPM with the CWL limiter.209
The step function demonstrates how the schemes perform for discontinuous data. It is clear210
that the scheme that preserves the shape of the profile most accurately is the PPM scheme with211
CWL limiter. The other three schemes all suffer from some degree of issue. The first order212
finite difference scheme is overly diffusive, although remains positive. The third order scheme213
and unlimited PPM scheme are not diffusive enough, and both develop oscillations around the214
discontinuities, resulting in regions with negative values. Comparing with the third order finite215
difference scheme the unlimited PPM scheme has a smaller root mean squared error but larger216
mean error and maximum error when compared to the true solution.217
All of the other schemes were examined for these initial profiles. For the step function all218
of the other limited schemes behave very similarly to the PPM with CWL limiter (not shown).219
The SLICE scheme without the BES limiter behaves similarly to the unlimited PPM scheme.220
The SLICE scheme that does use the BES limiter performs similarly to the PPM schemes with221
limiters. However, the SLICE scheme tends to have phase error slightly upwind of the peak.222
The sine function tests the schemes ability to advect smooth data. Again, the first order223
scheme is overly diffusive. The higher order linear schemes perform well for the smooth data.224
The nonlinear schemes produce results similar to the linear schemes, except that the peak and225
trough of the sine wave has been slightly damped. This is due to the nonlinear limiters switching226
on at the peaks.227
All of the schemes tested damp the amplitude of the point function as it is advected. Again,228
the first order scheme is highly diffusive, reducing the maximum of the point significantly. The229
unlimited PPM scheme and the second order finite difference scheme (not shown) have large230
oscillations just upwind of the discontinuity. The third order scheme appears similar to the PPM231
with CWL limiter, except that the third order scheme has produced oscillations and negative232
values.233
There are an unlimited number of ways to perturb the three initial conditions considered234
here. Each potential choice of perturbation can result in different behavior, depending on the235
scheme and the structure of the initial conditions. In order to highlight a range of behav-236
ior, a point perturbation is considered. The perturbation field has the same structure as the237
point function, with an infinitesimally small amplitude. To avoid negative values a positive238
perturbation is chosen.239
q′j =

1× 10−4, if j = N/2
0, otherwise
. (10)
By testing the three initial conditions with the point perturbation, three specific situations240
arise: one where discontinuities in the actual field are inconsistent with discontinuities in the241
perturbation (step function); one where there are no discontinuities in the actual field (sine242
wave); and one where discontinuities in the perturbation are consistent with discontinuities in243
the actual field (point function).244
2.3.1 Finite difference schemes245
The first, second and third order finite difference schemes that have no limiter are all linear.246
For these schemes, since they are linear, the evolution of perturbations performs identically to247
the evolution of an equivalently shaped field. The result of the gradient test is 1 everywhere,248
the root mean squared error is 0, and the normalized `2 gradient error is 0 (to within numerical249
precision). These results hold for all perturbation structures and magnitudes.250
Figure 2 shows the result of advecting the infinitesimal point perturbation when it is applied251
to the step function initial profile. In this Figure, as well as subsequent figures, the grey curve252
shows the initial perturbation δq, the blue curve shows the nonlinear perturbation trajectory253
m(q + δq) −m(q) and the dashed red curve shows the tangent linear result Mδq. When the254
scheme is linear the blue and dashed red curves are equivalent.255
Figures 2 (a) and (b) show the result of using the second order and third order linear256
schemes. It is clear that the tangent linear versions behave as expected. However the issues257
that affect these kinds of schemes are evident, particularly the second order scheme which258
produces significant negative values and oscillations.259
Figure 2 (c) shows the result when using the third order scheme with the UL limiter. Here260
the blue and dashed red curves differ, showing nonlinearity is present. For the step function261
profile the nonlinear parts of the limited schemes are highly active at the discontinuities. The262
perturbation field will also be subject to these active parts of the scheme, despite having no263
structure in these locations. When using the UL limiter the solution is highly diffused and264
develops negative values. The overall result is worse than if just using the linear third order265
scheme.266
Figure 3 is similar to Figure 2 but shows the result when perturbing the sine wave initial267
conditions. In this situation the limiters in the nonlinear schemes are rarely active since there268
are no steep gradients or discontinuities to control. There is no change to the behavior of the269
linear schemes for the perturbation, plot (a) and (b), compared to the step function since they270
do not depend on the structure of the underlying profile. From Figure 3 (c) it is clear that when271
the limiter is not often used for the underlying profile the third order schemes with UL limiter272
behaves almost exactly as the linear third order scheme behaves.273
Figure 4 shows the result when perturbing the point function profile with the point function274
perturbation and using the third order scheme with UL limiter. In this situation the nonlinear275
components of the scheme are perfectly aligned to prevent oscillations and negative values276
that would otherwise occur in the perturbation field. Despite the nonlinear components of the277
schemes being highly active, the result is linear. It is also interesting to note that the limiters278
work well despite the difference in amplitude between the underlying field and the perturbation.279
The results for the linear schemes (not shown) are the same as in Figure 2 and Figure 3.280
Table 2 provides the root mean square error between the tangent linear perturbation and the281
exact perturbation, the correlation between the tangent linear perturbation and the nonlinear282
perturbation, and the normalized root mean square error of nonlinear perturbation and the283
tangent linear perturbation. The linear schemes give a root mean square error of zero (to284
machine precision), and correlations of one. The results are shown for the point perturbation,285
for each of the three initial conditions. Despite the nonlinearity the third order scheme with286
UL limiter performs quite well and has a reasonable correlation for the point perturbation on287
the step function profile.288
2.3.2 PPM schemes289
Figure 5 presents the same case shown in Figure 2 but for the PPM schemes. Figure 5 (a) shows290
the unlimited PPM scheme which is linear and behaves as expected - the nonlinear perturbation291
trajectory equals the linear perturbation trajectory. Figure 5 (b) shows the PPM with CW292
limiter scheme. Here the linear and nonlinear perturbation trajectories are very different and293
the tangent linear version of the scheme produces perturbation values that are twice as large in294
magnitude as the initial perturbation. Large perturbations occur throughout the region where295
the step function is nonzero. That the perturbation grows during the integration is due to296
unstable modes, discussed below.297
Figure 5 (c) shows the PPM with CS limiter. This scheme is slightly better behaved than298
the CW limiter in the sense that perturbations do not get as large. At the end time the299
maximum magnitude of the perturbation is smaller than at the initial time. However, there300
is still a large divergence between the nonlinear and linear perturbation trajectories and the301
largest perturbation structure is seen in locations where it should be zero.302
Examining Figure 5 (d) it is clear that the PPM with CWL limiter has poor tangent linear303
behavior. There is very large growth around the location of the discontinuities in the underlying304
step function. The largest magnitude is around 200 times larger than the initial conditions.305
The axis on this figure is chosen to show the initial perturbation and nonlinear perturbation306
trajectory. Note that the nonlinear perturbation structure does not contain large values away307
from the perturbation, as seen for some of the other nonlinear schemes. This reliable behavior308
further supports the case for using this kind of scheme for the nonlinear model, even if its309
tangent linear behavior is poor. The large growth seen when using the tangent linear version310
of this scheme is discussed below.311
The RMSE and perturbation correlations for the nonlinear PPM schemes are included in312
Table 2. The RMSEs are similar to that seen for the third order scheme except for the CWL313
limiter with the step function, which supports large perturbation growth. The low correlations314
seen for the step function are due to all the limited schemes supporting growing modes in this315
configuration. It also results from the growth of the nonlinear perturbation due to discontinuities316
in the underlying function. The normalized `2 of the gradient test highlights how nonlinear the317
PPM schemes with limiters can be. For example, for the point perturbation with the step318
function, the nonlinear perturbation trajectory and the linear perturbation trajectory have an319
error of the order of 100%. Errors of this magnitude and larger are found for the other nonlinear320
schemes.321
2.3.3 SLICE schemes322
The results for the SLICE scheme with BES limiter are also given in Table 2. Figure 6 shows323
the result of using the SLICE scheme and the SLICE with BES limiter scheme with the point324
perturbation applied to the step function. The SLICE scheme is linear and the tangent linear325
version exactly captures the nonlinear perturbation trajectory. The tangent linear version of the326
SLICE with BES limiter scheme significantly damps the perturbation and any structure that327
is present is where the left discontinuity of the step function is located. The difference between328
the two nonlinear integrations is reasonable and located where the perturbation structure is329
expected.330
Figure 7 shows the behaviour of the SLICE schemes when the underlying function is the331
sine wave. For this smooth underlying feature the SLICE scheme does not exceed the bounds332
of the initial conditions, hence the BES limiter is inactive. The damping does not occur and333
oscillations occur in the perturbation field for both schemes.334
Examining the tangent linear operator helps to see why the BES limiter causes so much335
damping. Figure 8 shows the Jacobian for the SLICE scheme and SLICE with BES limiter336
scheme. From examining the scheme in this way it is immediately clear that the BES limiter337
works by masking the scheme away from the discontinuities. The nonzero elements in the338
SLICE with BES limiter Jacobian are identical to the corresponding elements in the SLICE339
scheme Jacobian. The limiter prevents negative or too large values occurring, and therefore340
oscillations, by simply multiplying the input where that value would occur by zero. As the341
advection continues and the gradient of the discontinuity decreases, more elements will be342
present. For example at the first time step, when the discontinuity of the step function remains343
steep, only two rows of the Jacobian contain nonzero values.344
Examining the SLICE schemes in this way demonstrates how the Jacobian can be a useful345
tool in gaining a physical understanding of how even a nonlinear numerical scheme behaves.346
2.4 Growing modes347
In order to further understand the observed perturbation growth for certain schemes one can348
examine individual solutions of the linear system given in Eq. (3). Solutions of the equation349
are sought in the form q′ ∼ exp (λt), giving λq′ = Mq′. Following standard linear stability350
theory the eigenvectors of M give the spatial structure of the solutions (modes) q′ and the351
eigenvalues give the temporal structure λ. The real part of the eigenvalue gives the growth rate352
of the corresponding solution and the imaginary part gives the frequency. If there exists any353
eigenvalues with real part greater than zero the equation is said to be linearly unstable. For354
each time step there are N solutions, and they often exist as conjugate pairs.355
In order to compute eigenvalues the matrix M must first be obtained. Elements Mj,k of356
the matrix, where j is row and k is column, are obtained by setting inputs qn to either 1 or 0.357
Consider the expansion of the matrix multiplication that gives perturbations at the new time358
step,359
qn+1j =
N∑
k=1
Mj,kq
n
k , for j = 1, ..., N. (11)
Setting qnk = 0 for all but one k reduces the sum to one term. The equation can then be360
rearranged to give Mj,k = q
n+1
j /q
n
k . In practice q is set to 1 at one grid point and zero361
everywhere else so Mj,k = q
n+1
j . The output of the model is therefore the k
th column of M,362
where k is the index at which q is set to 1. The matrix M can be used to perform the advection363
as a numerics check. At each time step the eigenvalues are computed and the eigenvalue with364
the largest real part is recorded.365
Table 3 shows a list of all of the nonlinear schemes. The middle column shows the average366
of the eigenvalue with largest real part across all 640 time steps. The right most column shows367
the percentage of time steps for which there occurs an eigenvalue with real part greater than368
zero. To varying degrees of severity all of the nonlinear schemes being examined, except the369
SLICE scheme with BES limiter, are linearly unstable.370
Figure 9 shows the complex plane eigenvalue scatter plot for the 3rd order scheme with UL371
limiter at time step 292. Eigenvalues to the left of the grey line correspond to stable modes,372
those to the right correspond to unstable modes. This figure is representative of other time373
steps where an eigenvalue with positive real part occurs. It is clear that the majority of the374
solutions are stable. However, for this time step two solutions are unstable, one significantly so.375
Figure 10 shows the eigenvalues for the PPM scheme with CWL limiter. Here there are376
a large number of eigenvalues that have very large real part. That perturbations grow when377
using this scheme is due to the continuous presence of many solutions with large growth rates.378
Although the limited third order scheme has unstable solutions they are relatively infrequent379
and the structures seldom overlap. The other PPM schemes also have unstable solutions at every380
time. The CW limiter results in smaller growth than the CWL limiter because eigenvalues are381
generally smaller and fewer unstable solutions exist at each time step. The CS limited scheme382
has smaller growth because generally only one or two solutions are unstable at each time step.383
The eigenvalue spectrum for the PPM scheme with CS limiter is very similar to the third order384
scheme with UL limiter.385
2.5 Other perturbations386
So far this study has only considered a point perturbation. This was chosen as it highlights387
a number of different scenarios and is generally the kind of structure that advection schemes388
struggle with. The same experiments were repeated with a step perturbation and a smooth389
perturbation.390
The step perturbation is a step function narrower than that given in (5).391
q′j =

1× 10−4, if 0.35 < xj < 0.65
0, otherwise
. (12)
For the step perturbation the results are very similar to those of the point perturbation (not392
shown). All of the nonlinear schemes struggle to capture the perturbation structure and most393
cause perturbation structure to develop where it should not be present. Unstable modes are a394
problem whenever the underlying function contains discontinuities. The normalized `2 norms395
of the gradient test are of O(1) for the nonlinear schemes, when the step perturbation is used396
with the underlying step and point functions.397
A smooth perturbation was obtained by shifting the sine wave profile by a small number398
of grid points and reducing it to a maximum magnitude of 10−4. Applying this smooth per-399
turbation to the step and point function profiles resulted in behavour similar to that of the400
other perturbations. Even applying the smooth perturbation to the smooth sine wave function401
resulted in issues, as it could cause steeper gradients to occur in the perturbed nonlinear run.402
The tangent linear versions of the nonlinear schemes all perform well but differences between403
the two nonlinear integrations, as seen above, can be large, especially for the PPM with CS404
limiter scheme. The PPM with CWL scheme gave the smallest root mean squared error for this405
case.406
The experiments were also repeated for a high resolution case, N = 128 grid points. The407
results were very similar, with problems occurring for the nonlinear schemes for the discontinu-408
ous underlying profiles (not shown). For the schemes with growing modes perturbations could409
grow even larger than seen for the lower resolution case.410
A further set of experimentation considered different perturbation magnitudes (not shown).411
No perturbations, smaller or larger than used above, mitigated the issues seen for the nonlinear412
schemes.413
2.6 Summary414
From examining the simplified 1D case study it is clear that linearizations of all of the nonlinear415
schemes struggle to represent the tangent linear advection of a perturbation. The schemes only416
perform well if the underlying profile does not contain any discontinuity or the structure of417
the perturbation is perfectly orientated with the structure of the underlying field. Both of418
these situations are somewhat unrealistic, especially for fields like clouds. Furthermore, when419
the perturbation is not aligned with the underlying structure and discontinuities occur in the420
underlying field the schemes can behave very poorly. The perturbation structure is seldom421
captured accurately and most of the linearized schemes support unstable growing modes, which422
can cause rapid perturbation growth.423
This 1D testing helps explain why issues were seen when developing the linearized prognostic424
cloud scheme in GEOS-5, and motivates the use of a different scheme in the linearized version425
of GEOS-5. Of the linear schemes examined the third order finite difference scheme appears to426
have the best properties. Its use results in minimal negative values and oscillations are small427
when compared with other schemes. In practical applications perturbation fields generally428
consist of positive and negative values, so small oscillations around zero should not cause issue.429
The first order finite difference scheme is far too diffusive. The second order, unlimited PPM430
scheme and the SLICE scheme all produce large oscillations and can have significant negative431
values.432
3 Passive Tracer GEOS-5 Model433
In this section a simplified version of GEOS-5 is configured, where tracer transport is made434
passive (i.e. there are no sources or sinks of the constituents). This provides an environment in435
which to measure the linearity of the advection schemes with realistic underlying fields within436
the model.437
Horizontal advection in GEOS-5 is performed by finite volume methods. The Lin-Rood438
scheme (Lin and Rood, 1996) is employed to allow the use of 1D operators in solving the 2D439
problem. Therefore the advection schemes used to calculate the fluxes in the 1D operators are440
also 1D (as in Section 2). In all, there are thirteen flavors of advection scheme available in441
GEOS-5, two of which are in operational use. In the default model, tracers are advected using442
a limited PPM scheme. The limiter is the CWL limiter described above and used in Section 2.443
All of the other prognostic variables, including the winds, temperature and pressure, are also444
solved using a limited PPM scheme. The limiter here is the same as that used for the tracers,445
except the positive definite constraint is not applied. For testing in this section, the third order446
finite difference scheme will also be considered. This scheme is linear, was used in Section 2, and447
is introduced here as a new option in GEOS-5. The discretization of this scheme in GEOS-5 is448
given in the Appendix. The Lagrangian model levels are free to evolve with the flow and would449
normally be remapped to an Eulerian coordinate at the end of each time step. This remapping450
involves use of nonlinear limiters so is turned off for the tracers. This is not found to result in451
values outside of the normal range. Note that the vertical remapping could be replaced by a452
linear method, however the current remapping is an integral part of the full GEOS-5 model (it453
remaps all prognostic variables, not just tracers), and the aim of this work is to test changes to454
the advection scheme in the linear model.455
The passive cloud tracer with linear advection configuration is obtained by making the456
following changes. The physics components which either update the clouds or provide a de-457
pendency on clouds are adapted in both the nonlinear and tangent linear models. The vertical458
diffusion of tracers and convection and cloud schemes are turned off and the radiation and459
aerosols are simplified to assume no cloud cover. In this framework changes to clouds do not460
affect other variables and, since vertical remapping of tracers is also disabled, the cloud fields461
are only altered through the advection.462
The testing is constructed similarly to the 1D case study. There are two integrations of the463
nonlinear model and one integration of the tangent linear model. The horizontal resolution of464
both nonlinear and linear models is approximately 55km. The forecast lengths are 24-hours,465
the maximum integration length currently used with the linearized version of GEOS-5. The466
window of the testing is from 0000UTC on 1 February 2014 to 0000UTC on 2 February 2014.467
The first nonlinear forecast is obtained by integrating from a realistic set of initial conditions,468
used to provide operational weather forecasts with GEOS-5. For the second nonlinear forecast469
only the cloud liquid water field ql is perturbed. The perturbation is applied at the beginning470
of the window and also used as the initial conditions of the tangent linear model. Since only the471
cloud field is perturbed, and that perturbation can not affect other variables, the perturbation is472
linear. In each nonlinear integration the wind fields, temperature, pressure and specific humidity473
are identical. Their perturbations remain zero throughout the integration of the tangent linear474
model. As a result much of the linearized dynamical core is redundant and the linearization475
becomes exact, provided a linear advection scheme is used.476
Figure 11 shows the cloud liquid water and zonal wind at the 800hPa height and at the477
beginning of the integration window. From the figure it is clear that zonal wind is generally a478
smoother field than the cloud liquid water. There are many small scale features in the cloud479
field and the horizontal gradients are generally larger. The nonlinear limiters will play a more480
active role in the advection of the cloud compared with the advection of the wind.481
Several perturbation structures are considered in order to test the schemes. Firstly, the482
whole cloud liquid water field is positively perturbed by a smooth infinitesimal perturbation,483
given by,484
δql = h0 [1 + |Y ml |] . (13)
The structure Y is the spherical harmonic function. Here the spherical harmonic of degree485
l = 4 and order m = 3 is used. The constant h0 = 10
−7 ensures a perturbation generally much486
smaller than the cloud field values. All model levels are perturbed by the same quantity. This487
perturbation structure is chosen so as to smoothly perturb all grid boxes simultaneously, while488
avoiding having the same structure as the underlying field or creating any negative values. Any489
growing modes will quickly be identified during the tangent linear integration. A more realistic490
global perturbation could be obtained but initially the purpose is to perturb all grid boxes491
without introducing new discontinuities in the tracer field.492
Firstly the CWL limiter is applied to the tracer in both the nonlinear and tangent linear493
models. For the other variables the default option is used in the nonlinear model. The choice of494
advection scheme for the other variables in the linearized model is inconsequential since values495
are zero. Figure 12 shows the nonlinear and linear perturbation trajectories when using the496
smooth perturbation field and the CWL limiter for the cloud liquid water. The perturbation497
is shown at the 800hPa height at the end of the 24-hour integration. On the lower panel,498
which shows the tangent linear perturbation, it is clear that large spurious perturbation growth499
is encountered. Many regions are plotted in dark red, showing that very large perturbation500
quantities are obtained, larger than within the plotting axis. Within the dark red regions are501
also large negative values of similar magnitude. The largest perturbation magnitude for this502
model level is 0.56, five orders of magnitude larger than the largest nonlinear perturbation.503
It is interesting to note that problems can occur where cloud cover is relatively low (seen in504
Figure 11), for example over the Sahara desert, Eastern Europe, Russia and northern Canada.505
Problems are often severe where the wind speed is also relatively low. This is perhaps due to506
smaller changes to the Jacobian from one time step to the next in these regions. This would507
cause the structures of unstable modes to amalgamate. In many locations the linearization508
of the CWL limiter does produce reasonable results and good agreement with the nonlinear509
perturbation trajectory. In these regions the limiters are not causing an issue or are inactive.510
The nonlinear perturbation structure seen in the upper panel of Figure 12 is not as smooth511
as one might expect given the results of the 1D case study. The largest perturbation magnitudes512
have approximately doubled compared with the initial perturbation field and the field is rather513
noisy. This results from different use of the limiters in the nonlinear forecasts. That such a514
difference is observed for such a small perturbation further highlights the degree of nonlinearity515
in this scheme.516
The use of the CWL limiter without the positive definite constraint in the linearization517
results in similarly large linear perturbations when using this same smooth perturbation (not518
shown).519
The linearity of this model configuration is confirmed by repeating the experiment but using520
a linear advection scheme in both the nonlinear and linearized models. Figure 13 shows the521
perturbation fields at the end of the integration when using the third order scheme in both522
nonlinear and tangent linear models. The nonlinear and linear perturbation trajectories are523
effectively identical. The smoother more linear behavior means the structure of the initial524
conditions is still evident, although deformed by the wind. Perturbations are well behaved,525
no negative values develop and perturbation magnitudes are similar to the initial conditions.526
Repeating the experiments with the first order upwind scheme also produced almost identical527
results between the nonlinear and linear perturbation trajectories, but the perturbation was528
highly diffused compared to the initial perturbation (not shown).529
Comparing Figure 13 (a) with Figure 12 (a) it can be seen that the large scale structure530
of the nonlinear perturbation trajectory produced by the third order scheme is similar to that531
seen for the PPM with CWL limiter scheme. Where the nonlinear model that uses the CWL532
limiter is well behaved the structures are very similar. Overall the solution using the third order533
scheme is less noisy.534
This experiment is repeated using the third order scheme for the tangent linear model but535
using PPM with CWL limiter for the nonlinear trajectories. Results are similar to those seen536
in Figure 12 (b). Further testing with localized perturbations will provide insight into why537
problems occur for the limited PPM scheme and highlight differences between the limited PPM538
and third order schemes in regions where problems do not occur.539
A cosine bell and discontinuous cylinder function are used to perturb specific regions of the540
cloud liquid water. The cosine bell has the form given by Williamson et al. (1992),541
δql =

(h0/2) [1 + cos (pir/R)] , if r < R
0, if r ≥ R
. (14)
where542
r = arccos[sin θc sin θ + cos θc cos θ cos (λ− λc)]. (15)
The radius R and center location (λc, θc) are varied for different tests. A discontinuous cylinder543
function is similarly given by,544
δql =

h0, if r < R
0, if r ≥ R
. (16)
Regions in which to make localized perturbations are chosen so as to interact with areas545
in which the limiters appear to be both highly active and almost inactive. There is a re-546
gion off the south west coast of Australia where numerous small scale clouds exist. For this547
perturbation (λc, θc) = (124
◦,−45◦) (converted to radians in Eq. (15)). A second location548
where steep horizontal gradients occur, but wind speed is smaller, is in the South Pacific,549
(λc, θc) = (−138◦,−44.5◦). To see how a perturbation behaves in a region with no cloud cover550
but strong winds (λc, θc) = (100
◦, 50◦) is chosen. To see how a perturbation behaves with no551
cloud cover and lighter winds (λc, θc) = (−10◦, 20◦) is chosen. All of these locations are far552
enough apart that all perturbations can be made simultaneously without interacting. Initially553
R = 0.02 is chosen.554
Figure 14 shows the nonlinear and linear perturbation trajectories when perturbing the555
initial conditions using the cylinder functions. In this case the linear third order scheme is556
used only in the tangent linear model, and the trajectory and initial conditions come from the557
nonlinear integrations that use the CWL limiter, i.e. the third order scheme is not used in the558
nonlinear model. For the perturbation over the Sahara desert the use of the CWL limiter in559
the tangent linear model causes large growth to occur. This is a perturbation in a region of560
relatively low wind speeds. The perturbation over the southern Pacific is in a region of low wind561
but high cloud cover. One might expect this perturbation to be captured poorly by the tangent562
linear model with CWL limiter since the limiters are highly active in this region. However,563
the tangent linear model with CWL limiter, as well as with the third order scheme, capture564
this perturbation well. The other two perturbations, are both captured well by both linearized565
models. For all of the perturbations the third order scheme captures the overall structure well566
but by eye appears to be slightly more diffusive. The removal of the positive definite constraint567
from the CWL limiter makes little difference to the overall perturbation structure (not shown).568
Table 4 shows the root mean square errors for the four cylinder perturbations. The calcu-569
lation assumes the nonlinear perturbation trajectory to be the truth. When summing the only570
points considered are those close to the perturbation and where either the nonlinear pertur-571
bation trajectory or one of the linear perturbation trajectories are non-zero. For three of the572
perturbations the third order scheme results in a smaller root mean squared error than when573
using the PPM with CWL limiter. For the Sahara perturbation the root mean squared error574
when using the third order scheme is two orders of magnitude smaller. For the perturbation575
over Asia the PPM scheme has a slightly smaller error but the values are very close. Errors576
are generally larger in locations where the initial perturbation is more spread out by the wind.577
In the 1D study it was seen that the third order scheme is slightly more diffusive at the peaks578
whereas the PPM scheme, when unlimited, produces small scale oscillations. That the PPM579
scheme does not beat the third order scheme in terms of root mean square error here is likely580
due to these oscillations, not visible on the horizontal plots.581
The experiment is repeated increasing R to as large as 0.1. As R increases and more582
grid boxes are perturbed, additional spurious growth is encountered when using the CWL583
limiter. For example with R = 0.05 some upstream spurious perturbation growth is seen for584
the perturbation made near Australia (not shown).585
All of these experiments are repeated for the smoother cosine bell functions. The results586
are very similar. Problems still occur when using PPM with CWL limiter in the tangent linear587
model to the same degree for the perturbation over the Sahara desert. These findings, as well588
as those of the smooth global perturbation suggest that problems occur due to the underlying589
wind and cloud field, rather than the shape of the perturbation. Again the third order scheme590
captures the structure of the cosine bell functions well, although the peak is slightly diffused.591
A higher than third order scheme could be implemented that would be less diffusive. For592
example, a fifth order linear finite difference scheme, or the quasi fifth order scheme referred593
to as ORD = 6 in Putman and Lin (2007) (which is one of the available options in GEOS-5).594
Increasing the order of the scheme would increase expense for potentially only localized positive595
improvement. Efficiency is paramount, especially for adjoint models. In addition to this, near to596
where the grid is divided between processors, currently there are insufficient halo grid points to597
support the stencil of schemes higher than third order. The quasi fifth order scheme of Putman598
and Lin (2007) uses nonlinear changes near the grid edges in GEOS-5. This nonlinearity caused599
spurious perturbation growth when the scheme was tested in the tangent linear model (not600
shown). As model resolution increases and many processors are used, the benefit of a higher601
order scheme would likely reduce.602
4 Full GEOS-5 Dynamics603
In the passive tracer configuration only the cloud perturbations are non-zero. This results in604
much of the linearized dynamical core being redundant. This simplification is relaxed so that605
all variables of the tangent linear model are perturbed. These variables are zonal wind u′,606
meridional wind v′, temperature T ′, pressure thickness ∆p′, specific humidity q′, cloud liquid607
water q′l and cloud liquid ice q
′
i. The vertical remapping is also turned on. The simplifications608
to the model physics remain the same since they introduce significant nonlinearity. In addition609
to this only realistic perturbations are considered. Focus remains on the newly introduced third610
order scheme as the alternative to the default PPM scheme.611
The initial conditions for the nonlinear model are the same as used above. However, now612
the initial perturbations are obtained as the difference between a forecast initialized from a613
background field and a forecast initialized from an analysis field (i.e. the analysis increment).614
The difference is taken at the end of the 6 hour assimilation window to allow clouds to balance615
with specific humidity and temperature. All the fields are perturbed by this analysis increment.616
This provides the kinds of perturbations that the linearized model will encounter in realistic617
applications.618
The initial perturbations for the cloud liquid water and zonal wind fields at 800hPa are619
shown in Figure 15. Comparing with Figure 11 it is clear that cloud liquid water perturbations620
occur in regions where the cloud liquid water is located and that perturbation magnitudes are621
of a similar order to the field itself. This will test the linearity of the advection schemes for622
a very realistic situation. For the zonal wind field the perturbations are generally around an623
order of magnitude less than the field itself, due to there being less uncertainty than there is624
for clouds. The same is true for the meridional wind, temperature and pressure thickness.625
Figure 16 (a) shows the cloud liquid water nonlinear perturbation trajectory after 24 hours.626
Figure 16 (b) shows the cloud liquid water perturbation produced when using the default limited627
schemes for all the perturbation variables. Figure 16 (c) shows the result when the third order628
scheme is used for all perturbation variables. Again it is clear that the use of the limiter results629
in large spurious perturbation growth in multiple locations, although not as severe as seen for630
the global perturbation. Growing modes are evident over northern Canada. Wind speeds here631
are relatively small, causing the operator to remain similar from one time step to the next.632
The third order scheme results in some diffusion compared with the nonlinear perturbation633
trajectory but generally captures the structures well and has no spurious growth.634
It should be noted that the nonlinear scheme can perform well. Consider the region south635
west of Australia. Here there is a high degree of correlation between the linear and nonlinear636
perturbation trajectories, although a little large in magnitude. The limiters are highly active in637
this region. This could be a result of the perturbation structure being similar to the underlying638
cloud structure and the presence of faster wind and so rapidly changing Jacobian.639
A more quantitative interpretation of the difference between the CWL limited scheme and640
the third order scheme is achieved by computing the correlation with the nonlinear perturbation641
trajectory at each model level. Figure 17 shows the correlations for the cloud liquid water, cloud642
liquid ice and specific humidity for the 24-hour integration. When the PPM scheme with CWL643
limiter is used in the tangent linear model, correlations are lower and can even become negative644
for the clouds. This is as a result of the localized locations where spurious perturbation growth645
is encountered. When the third order scheme is used the correlations for cloud liquid water646
are around 0.7 near the surface, where there is most extensive cloud cover. Cloud liquid ice647
exists predominantly between 500hPa and 200hPa. Here the third order scheme has much648
higher correlations than the limited scheme. The specific humidity correlations suggest a better649
behavior in the CWL limiter for this field compared to the clouds. The specific humidity field650
and perturbations are generally quite a bit smoother. This results in fewer instances of the651
limiter being used and a greater degree of linearity.652
Averaged over all levels where the variables are non-zero the correlations for u′ when using653
the CWL limiter is 0.718 and 0.719 when using the third order finite difference scheme. For654
v′ the correlations are 0.705 and 0.706, for T ′ the correlations are 0.695 and 0.696, for q′655
the correlations are 0.524 and 0.571, for q′l the correlations are 0.1897 and 0.5258, for q
′
i the656
correlations are 0.36 and 0.60, and for ∆p′ the correlations are 0.827 and 0.826. With the657
exception of the pressure the third order scheme results in marginally higher correlations for all658
variables except ql and qi, which are significantly larger. Similar results are seen for other days659
and differently scaled initial conditions (not shown).660
For the winds, temperature and pressure the use of the limited PPM schemes is less likely661
to result in issues due to the relative smoothness of those fields. As can be said for all of662
these experiments, if the field is so smooth that issues do not occur in the linearized version663
then the limiter is likely not playing a particularly active role. The scheme being used for the664
perturbations is therefore just an unlimited PPM scheme, which was demonstrated to result in665
larger oscillations and negative values in the one-dimensional idealized tests. This is especially666
true when discontinuities occur in the perturbation field. Even if the underlying field is smooth667
the perturbations may not be and accuracy could be lost by using the effectively unlimited668
PPM scheme. This explains why the third order scheme measures as comparable or better than669
the nonlinear PPM scheme across almost all metrics, except peak amplitude. The third order670
scheme is faster, will never produce spurious perturbation growth and is arguably more accurate671
than an unlimited PPM scheme. As such it should be used for all variables in the linearized672
version of GEOS-5.673
5 Conclusions674
The use of several common advection schemes in a linearized version of a numerical weather675
prediction model has been assessed using a selection of test cases. This work was motivated by676
finding a suitable advection scheme to use in the linearized version of GEOS-5. Development of677
the linearized version of GEOS-5 had identified very poor behavior when linearizing the in-situ678
advection scheme.679
A case study that reviewed the advection of a simple one dimensional profile around a680
periodic domain was first considered. A simple study such as this provides a straightforward681
framework for examining several different advection schemes and their linearity. Three different682
initial underlying profiles, ranging from smooth to highly discontinuous, were considered. In683
order to examine the linearity of the schemes these profiles were perturbed with smooth and684
discontinuous structures and with structures that exhibited the same structure as the underlying685
function. Using a variety of metrics it was shown that all the schemes that employ some degree686
of nonlinearity, through the use of limiters, could have issues when linearized. The limiters are687
used to prevent oscillations and negative values from developing in the nonlinear solution. The688
determining factors in the behavior of the linearization are the shape of the underlying profile689
and the shape of the perturbation. If any discontinuities occur in the underlying reference field690
then the limiters will be active. If the shape of the perturbation is identical to the underlying691
profile then the limiters are well placed to also benefit the advection of the perturbation. If the692
perturbation has a different shape to the underlying field then the limiters can cause spurious693
behavior in the perturbation. When the limiters are inactive the perturbation is advected with694
the properties of the linear part of the scheme. For example when the perturbation is a point695
function but the underlying function is a sine wave function the piecewise parabolic method696
(PPM) schemes with limiters perform almost identically to the unlimited PPM scheme.697
For the advection of a one dimensional profile it is simple to obtain the Jacobian of the698
scheme and examine the various solutions. For all of the PPM nonlinear advection schemes, as699
well as the third order scheme with universal limiter, unstable growing modes were identified.700
The presence of these growing modes leads to the spurious perturbation growth seen for those701
schemes. The PPM scheme with the relaxed monotonicity constraint of Lin (2004) and positive702
definite constraint of Lin and Rood (1996) (CWL limiter) had the largest number of linearly703
unstable modes and the largest growth rates. The only nonlinear scheme that is not linearly704
unstable is the Semi-Lagrangian Inherently Conserving and Efficient (SLICE) scheme with705
Bermejo and Staniforth (1992) limiter (BES limiter). Examining the Jacobian reveals that the706
BES limiter avoids the development of oscillations and negative values by masking the profile707
away from any discontinuities. Although this means spurious perturbation growth is avoided it708
does mean that when the limiter is active and the perturbation structure is different than the709
underlying field the scheme completely damps the perturbation.710
The linear schemes examined for the one dimensional advection problem were the first order,711
second order and third order finite difference schemes, as well as unlimited PPM and SLICE712
schemes. Of these linear schemes the third order finite difference scheme had the best overall713
performance; it maintained most of the structure of the perturbation while developing only714
minor oscillations and negative values around discontinuities.715
In the second half of the paper the use of a different (to the operational model) advection716
scheme in the linearized version of GEOS-5 was assessed. The performance of the linear third717
order finite difference scheme is compared against using the PPM scheme with CWL limiter718
in the linearized version of GEOS-5. Two configurations of GEOS-5 are considered. Firstly a719
passive tracer case, where wind perturbations are equal to zero and small perturbations of the720
tracer are used. Secondly a configuration where wind perturbations are considered and pertur-721
bations have realistic structure and magnitude. Throughout these experiments it is shown that722
the use of the CWL limiter in the tangent linear model can result in large spurious perturbation723
growth from linear instability. However, it is also shown that at other points the nonlinear724
scheme can produce good results. Using localized, global and realistic perturbations it is shown725
that the nonlinear scheme tends to perform poorly when the wind speed is quite small. This is726
likely a result of a relatively fixed Jacobian and therefore set of linear solutions. From one time727
step to the next growing solutions amalgamate.728
The third order scheme performs well for all the perturbation structures examined. Although729
slightly more diffusive than the full nonlinear scheme it results in reasonable structure and730
magnitudes globally. As a result of this reliable behavior, the greater degree of efficiency and731
the demonstrated improvement over an unlimited PPM scheme the third order scheme will732
become the scheme used for the advection of perturbations in the linearized version of GEOS-5.733
Although it is beneficial to use the same transport scheme in the linear and nonlinear models734
when performing data assimilation (Vukicevic et al., 2001) it is not always possible in practice.735
The use of nonlinear limiters for weather and climate prediction models is considered paramount736
for obtaining accurate forecasts. Although these limiters work very well in the nonlinear model737
they are not well suited to being linearized. It is shown here that using a linear third order738
scheme for the perturbation advection is an excellent compromise.739
Appendix740
This appendix describes the discretization of the third order advection scheme as implemented
in GEOS-5. As GEOS-5 makes use of the Lin-Rood scheme (Lin and Rood, 1996) and the
cubed sphere grid, the only changes to the advection scheme are those made to the calculation
of the one-dimensional flux. For a tracer q we calculate flux-like terms in the x and y directions
denoted F and G respectively. If i and j denote the grid indices in the x and y directions, then
F , calculated at the boundary of a grid cell, can be discretized as
Fi− 1
2
,j =
1
6
(2qi,j + 5qi−1,j − qi−2,j)−
Ci− 1
2
,j
2
(qi,j − qi−1,j)
+
C2
i− 1
2
,j
6
(qi,j − 2qi−1,j + qi−2,j) . (17)
Here C is the Courant number in the x direction evaluated at the boundary of the grid cell.
Note that for negative velocity, the flux-like term becomes
Fi− 1
2
,j =
1
6
(2qi−1,j + 5qi,j − qi+1,j)−
Ci− 1
2
,j
2
(qi,j − qi−1,j)
+
C2
i− 1
2
,j
6
(qi+1,j − 2qi,j + qi−1,j) . (18)
The discretization can be repeated with i and j switched to calculate G.741
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Table 1: List of schemes used in one dimensional case study. From left to right the columns
show the type of scheme, the limiter used (if any) and the acronym used for the limiter.
Scheme Type Nonlinear limiter Limiter Acronym
1st order FD None
2nd order Lax-Wendroff None
3rd order FD None
PPM None
PPM Colella and Woodward (1984) CW
PPM Colella and Sekora (2008) CS
PPM Colella and Woodward (1984) + Lin (2004) CWL
3rd order FD Leonard (1991) (universal) UL
SLICE None
SLICE Bermejo and Staniforth (1992) BES
Table 2: The root mean square error between the tangent linear perturbation and the exact
perturbation (linear schemes are zero), the correlations between the tangent linear perturbation
and the nonlinear perturbation (linear schemes are one), and the normalized root mean square
error of nonlinear perturbation and the tangent linear perturbation (linear schemes are zero).
A dash indicates machine precision.
RMSE (`2) Step function Sine function Point function
3rd Order UL 1.20× 10−5 1.10× 10−5 1.12× 10−5
PPM CW 3.38× 10−5 1.10× 10−5 1.11× 10−5
PPM CS 1.44× 10−5 1.10× 10−5 1.14× 10−5
PPM CWL 3.20× 10−3 1.10× 10−5 1.12× 10−5
SLICE BES 1.25× 10−3 1.10× 10−5 1.12× 10−5
Correlations Step function Sine function Point function
3rd Order UL 0.76 1.00 1.00
PPM CW 0.19 0.99 1.00
PPM CS 0.53 0.93 1.00
PPM CWL 1.41× 10−3 1.00 1.00
SLICE BES 3.64× 10−8 1.00 1.00
`2 Grad test Step function Sine function Point function
3rd Order UL 1.0 − −
PPM CW 1.0 1.10× 10−2 −
PPM CS 0.85 0.40 −
PPM CWL 1.0 5.5× 10−5 −
SLICE BES 12.3 − −
Table 3: List of nonlinear schemes with the average, over all time steps, of the eigenvalue with
largest real part and the percentage of time steps for which an eigenvalue with a positive real
part occurs.
Scheme Average max <{λ} Steps <{λ} > 0
3rd order UL limiter 8.10 61.09%
PPM with CW limiter 7.71 100%
PPM with CS limiter 48.71 100%
PPM with CWL limiter 60.70 100%
SLICE BES limiter 0.00 0.00%
Table 4: Root mean square errors for the cylinder perturbations when using the PPM scheme
with CWL limiter and the third order finite difference scheme.
Location PPM w/ CWL 3rd order FD
(−138◦,−44.5◦) 1.783× 10−7 1.566× 10−7
(−10◦, 20◦) 1.169× 10−6 2.489× 10−8
(100◦, 50◦) 1.242× 10−7 1.269× 10−7
(124◦,−45◦) 8.420× 10−8 6.910× 10−8
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Figure 1: Advection, once around the domain, of the step function (top row), the sine function
(middle row) and the point function (bottom row). The first order finite difference scheme is
shown in panels (a),(e) and (i). The third order finite difference scheme is shown in panels (b),
(f) and (j). The unlimited PPM scheme is shown in (c), (g) and (k). The PPM with CWL
limiter is shown in (d), (h) and (l). The grey curve shows the exact solution (equal to the initial
conditions for this simple case). The black curves show the result when using the different
schemes.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the initial perturbation (also the truth solution), the nonlinear per-
turbation trajectory (blue) and the linear perturbation trajectory (red dash) when perturbing
the step function initial conditions with a point perturbation.
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Figure 3: As for Figure 2 but when perturbing the sine wave initial condition with the point
perturbation.
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Figure 4: As for Figure 2 (c) but when perturbing the point function initial conditions with the
point perturbation.
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Figure 5: As for Figure 2 but for the PPM type schemes.
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Figure 6: As for Figure 2 but for the SLICE schemes.
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Figure 7: As for Figure 6 but perturbing the sine wave initial conditions.
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Figure 8: Jacobian of the SLICE scheme and SLICE with BES limiter scheme at time step 292.
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Figure 9: Complex plane scatter plot showing the eigenvalues for the third order scheme with
UL limiter. The eigenvalues are computed for time step 292.
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Figure 10: As for Figure 9 but for the PPM scheme with CWL limiter.
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Figure 11: Upper panel shows the cloud liquid water field at the 800hPa height. The lower
panel shows the zonal component of wind at 800hPa.
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(a) Nonlinear perturbation trajectory at 800hPa
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Figure 12: Upper panel shows the nonlinear perturbation trajectory when using the CWL
limiter at the 800hPa height. The lower panel shows the equivalent tangent linear perturbation.
The contour interval is 6× 10−7.
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(a) Nonlinear perturbation trajectory at 800hPa
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Figure 13: As for Figure 12 but showing the result when using the third order finite difference
scheme in both the nonlinear and tangent linear models.
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Figure 14: The top panel shows the nonlinear perturbation trajectory at the 800hPa height
when perturbing the cloud liquid water using the cylinder functions. The middle panel shows
the linear perturbation trajectory when using the CWL limiter. The lowest panel shows the
linear perturbation when using the third order scheme in the tangent linear model. The black
curves show the outline of the initial cylinder functions. The contour interval is 2× 10−7.
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(b) Zonal wind perturbation at 800hPa
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Figure 15: The initial cloud liquid water perturbation (top) and zonal wind perturbation (bot-
tom), plotted with a contour interval of 5× 10−5 and 0.7.
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Figure 16: As for Figure 14 but showing the cloud liquid water perturbation trajectories when
using the analysis increment initial condition. The contour interval is 5× 10−5.
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Figure 17: Global correlations between the linear and nonlinear perturbation trajectories plotted
as a function of pressure. The black curve shows the correlation for the CWL limited scheme
and the grey curve shows the correlation when using the third order scheme. The left panel
shows the correlations for cloud liquid water, the middle panel for cloud liquid ice and the right
panel for specific humidity.
